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Amidst the hectic period of 2001 ending and

a new year beginning, Christchurch artist

Paul Johns gave us an enigmatic and restful

work in the quiet, contained gallery space.

Leaning against the wall near the window,

Johns had carefully placed his newly completed

“orgone accumulator”. Resplendent in the

natural light, the sheer metallic surface covered

a beautifully crafted and polished tongue-and-

groove box. Shedding light on this oddly elegant

object at the end of the room, was the title of

the work and accompanying photograph -

both making reference to a Paul Johns’

collaborative show The Emotional Plague at the

Robert McDougall Art Gallery in 1981, and more

specifically a subsequent article in The Press

by reviewer Garry Arthur.

In revisiting this exhibition after twenty years,

Johns returned to his interest in orgonomy,

as researched and documented in the 1930s

by controversial psychiatrist Willhelm Reich.

In both exhibitions, Johns has also engaged a

broader ongoing interest in our varied human

attempts to somehow transform the body.

Reich (like many modern new agers) believed

in a unifying principle of life. In his research,

Reich found that sexual energy appears to

function in the same way as creative energy.

For Reich, this energy was equal to the newly

quantifiable unifying energy to be found in all

life forms. Reich named his discovery ‘orgone’,

and set about ways of accumulating it for healing

and energising purposes. Hence, after decades

of scientific and medical progress and despite

the fact that Reich was jailed after experimenting

with radioactive material which didn’t heal

anybody, the web is today home to many an

orgone accumulator site. It seems the concurrent

alienation from institutionalised religion in the

twentieth century has encouraged individuals

to seek out alternative spiritual options.

With a self-confessed interest in altered states,

it is no wonder Johns would find intrigue in

Reich’s research. And having suffered illness

for many years of his life, Johns has also

been drawn to orgonomy for its reputed

healing powers. Building his own energy

accumulator for This lifeless box…, the artist

followed the principles of orgonomy, using the

conducive organic materials of wool and steel

wool layered upon each other within the metal

and wood box. It is apparently this combination

of materials that is key in attracting and

heightening the positive orgone energy.

Paul Johns’ investigations into orgonomy reflect

an increasingly common human desire or

need to combine spirituality with some kind

of scientific basis, as well as current trends in

self-healing and a new approach to the health

of mind and body. Whether Reich’s orgone

theory is science fact or not, he remains a figure

who devoted his research to optimising positive

human energy, with a view to the synchronicity

of every living thing. And those ideas, dreamt

up in the first half of last century, still hold a

certain appeal.

Rosemary Forde
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This lifeless box may be full of energy
Garry Arthur, Christchurch Press, 13 Aug. 1981
Paul Johns  :  5 December 2001 – 19 January 2002

Strategic Plan
A three year plan for The Physics Room Trust spanning 2001 –  2003

VISION STATEMENT
The Physics Room is the premier organisation for the incubation and development of contemporary

and experimental arts in the South Island.

MISSION STATEMENT
We will facilitate the presentation of innovative visual arts programmes, and provide artists with the

resources and professional advocacy to develop their careers. We will also foster and grow audiences

for contemporary art, developing an educative understanding among the wider public.

STRATEGIES
one: We will present high quality innovative exhibition programmes

two: We will provide audiences with opportunities to develop a greater understanding

of the exhibition programmes and contemporary art issues

three: We will provide artists with resources and information that will assist them

to achieve a higher level of creative and professional development



STRATEGIES

STRATEGY ONE - we will present high quality innovative exhibitions

STRATEGY TWO - we will provide audiences with opportunities to develop greater
understanding of the exhibition programmes and contemporary art issues

STRATEGY THREE - we will provide arts practitioners with resources and information
that will assist them to achieve a higher level of creative and professional development
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• To present exhibition projects in the Physics
Room’s gallery project space, as well as externally
when appropriate

• To present exhibition projects by established
Christchurch artists of merit working
experimentally in the arts

• To present exhibition projects by established
national artists of merit working experimentally
in the arts whose work is not otherwise accessible
to Christchurch audiences

• To present exhibition projects by international
artists whose work provides an international
perspective to local art practice

• To present exhibition projects by artists who
are no longer emergent, but not yet established,
and wish to move beyond student and artist-
run spaces

• To support the work of curators in conceiving
and realising shows within a financially and
critically supportive environment

• When appropriate, to present public art projects
(external to the gallery space) which engage
audiences who are not normally exposed to
contemporary art

• We will attract a broad range of audiences
to the exhibition and gallery programmes

• We will work to open up, and de-mystify
contemporary and experimental artworks to
audiences who may feel alienated or unsure
about these practices

• We will provide support and opportunities for
students of art to gain a greater understanding
of contemporary art

•  We will produce information (website, wall
texts, publications and catalogues) for audiences
helping them to access a range of critical writing
about the exhibition programmes

• We will present additional lectures and
discussion forums for audiences to further
engage with issues around contemporary
arts practice

• We will develop positive relationships with
the arts and cultural media to ensure our
programmes reach wider audiences

• When appropriate, we will present
New Zealand and Christchurch art externally,
to develop relationships with similar spaces
internationally, and to present local art to
international audiences

• We will provide artists with a venue to present
their work, in a non-commercial and supportive
environment, funding and assisting them to
create new artistic projects

• We will particularly endeavor to promote the
work of South Island and emergent artists to
wider audiences, both in Christchurch, and,
when appropriate, internationally

• We will provide artists with critical writing and
discussion about their exhibition projects,
through electronic and print publications, and
through artists forums

• We will provide the wider Christchurch arts
community with access to advocacy information
and professional development opportunities,
through workshops, information dissemination,
and assistance with resources

Our financial systems continue to be upgraded,

with Rosemary Forde, Programmes Coordinator

becoming the dedicated book keeper for

the gallery, working with our accountant

Gavin Shepherd (Miller, Gale and Winter)

to ensure our systems become tighter and more

accountable. Financially, all programmes at the

Physics Room operated within their budget

allocations, apart from LOG magazine,

which continued to run at a deficit, and sadly,

funding for this project was discontinued

for 2002. The current financial climate for

magazine publishing continues to be difficult,

and, as a niche cultural publication, LOG was

never really able to meet its advertising and

sales targets. This was a difficult decision to

have to make, as LOG had been a strong

component of our programmes, witty, discursive,

critical and compelling. However, The Physics

Room will continue to publish exhibition

catalogues and this yearbook will become an

annual event. Publication sales generally

look positive, with the implementation of a

new ‘mini bookstore’ in the gallery; we are

now selling not only Physics Room publications,

but also a range of other artist’s books, CDs,

and catalogues.

We have also seen technical and travel costs

sharply increase, particularly at the end of 2001,

largely as a result of increased airport charges

arising from September 11. This will make it

increasingly difficult to accommodate

international and large-scale projects, so we

must continue to source external sponsorship

and additional funding wherever we can.

The last 12 months have seen us say

goodbye to several longstanding and valued

board members, so thank you from all of us to

Zita Joyce, Warren Pringle and Margaret Dawson

for their imput and energy during their time as

members of the Trust.

Emma Bugden
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